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A SELjP-RELLâlíT EmROMENT

THE POSSIBILITY OF A TECHNOLOGICAL ALTERNATIVE^ ^ *

This is not a carefully thought out scientific study of a set of scenarios
for Africa, hut rather a preliminary attempt to put together a certain number
of previously scattered ideas on environment in Africa and to look at their

possibile relationships over the next few deoade3.

The rather fashionable subjects which are often referred to under the

heading of ënvironment (ERDA 1974) such as the campaign against traffio jams,
noise and pollution, the plea for more open spaces and green belts, attempts to
safeguard historic monuments and rare fauna and flora or campaigns to keep
beaches clean, sweep up street litter and get rid of overcrowding of people
in city streets will not be dealt with here.

. • . " .'-J:' i v. -
. •• • ■ ■ - •" ••

Although the problems to be tackled when talking of these subjects may

well exist in Africa, they stem from a rathor euro—centric view of environ¬

mental problems and are frequently used nowadays in a demagogic manner to turn

people's attention away from the more fundamental structural questions of
environment.

Environment will be referred to rather as the set of elements and factors,
and the interrelationships between these physical, chemical and biological
elements and the economic, social', cultural and political factors related to
a human group (or to an individual or a living organism), which act upon the
group and which the group can modify and transform.

In dealing with three rather different themes, it is hoped that their
juxtaposition will give rise to a questioning of some of the implications of
the. present orientation of African "development" and suggest a possible ■

alternative for the coming years.

let us take a

threats to the

1 • Text written for ENDA by Philip LANGLEÏ, lecturer — researoh worker
attached to ENDA (Environment—training Programme IDEP-UlíEP—CIDA).

1• THE STATE OF THE GAME

Before attempting to dream what the future could be,
glance at 3 aspects of African environment as it is today:

environment, large scale schemes' and training'of' cadre's.
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A. A threatened environment

Awareness of the environment — in all its aspects and in the multitude
of the inter-relations of its different elements - may first côme about
through seeing the constant attacks to which it (i.e. the elements and the
structures) is subjeoted. When the usual pattern is tc extract African power

and minerals and ship them elsewhere, with no concern for the future of the
African economies, when 20*40$ of the population of the continents major
cities live in shanty towns, when the forest is giving way to the savanna,
or being destroyed from within, soils being eroded and exhausted and the
desert advancing, when fishing becomes a major annual pillaging expedition
by foreign vessels operating thousands of kilometers from their home shores,
when hunting is no longer an important food gathering activity but leads not
only to the extermination of certain species by professionals and tourists
but also to the thoughtless destruction of complementary natural resources

essential both to peasants and herdsmen, when the majority of African peoples
are still handicapped by malnutrition and disease — or even famine from time
to time —, one can surely speak of aggression in a multitude of forms both
against nature and against the different social groups in Africa (ENDA 1974)•

Hie major threats are sketched out beloxí^

(i) destruction of pasture lands: in the main livestock raising areas

where cattle, goats, sheep and mutton arc found, the rainfall is low and
above all, irrogular. Pastoral societies have specific risk spreading strate¬
gies - particularly seasonal migration — which enable them to obtain a living
from a harsh environment which carries the risk of food shortages, locust

invasions, grass fires and the degradation of pasture lands, giving rise to
an increase of desert—like areas. Many changes over the past few decades

(amongst which is the loss of purchasing power of pastoral peoples following
the introduction of oolonial trading, as well as the northward push of
permanent farm lands as cash crops were increased in more southern areas with

2. Based on a text written by ENDA teams (ENDA 1977a)•
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a concommittant reduction of reserve pasture lands) were directly responsable
for the increased death rates in the 1968—72 droughts in Sahel, Ethiopia
and Somalia which affected men, women and children as well as cattle.

(ii) pollution of sea water: the lack of public control over indus¬

tries has allowed serious pollution to take place in the Mediterranean Sea.

Pollution risks are also high around the major ports and coastal cities and

the petrol refineries. As yet, no monitoring of these hasards seem to have

been undertaken, except off the Nile Delta..

(iii) the reoeeding forest: the extension of permanent agricultural
r

lands both for cash and food cropping, and the search for wood for domestio
use without concommitant tree plantation of shelter belts cr wood reserves is

gradually depleting the forested and wooded areas of Africa-^ which serve as

a vital reserve for the balance of Mosphoro (water cycle, oxygen cycle...).

(iv) overcutting of wood: cutting of wood for commercial uses particu¬

larly in the tropical humid zones with over 2000 mm of annual rain, where
the forest oovers vast areas with particularly sought after species (mahoganey
pallisander,okume...) is not accompanied by re-forestation. The most.profit¬
able species and the best quality wood is exported and is not available for
local use. After clear cutting, the ground becomes overheated by the sun

and soil structure is destroyed: flash rains then carry off the thin layer
of top soil too easily. Large gullys are easily formed and soils become

quickly barren, unable ever to support crops or trees again (RAPP0P0RT 1976).
This is a classical example of day light robbery as thé logs are often not
even sawn in the country: the natural environment of the Third World is thus

destroyed in order to satisfy the "needs" of a small proportion of the popula¬
tion in the industrialised countries.

(v) soil erosion of foothills: in order to survive, many people when

pushed back from the coastal plains of North .Africa have been obliged to cut
trees and farm on the steep slopes of the foothills of inland mountain ranges,

without being able to take the necessary steps to protect their environment

3. According to ECKHOLM (1976) this i3 afar from gradual process in many'
parts of Africa.
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(terrasses, oontour ridging, planting trees on steeper slopes, contour
ploughing...). Gullys and other forms of erosion quickly make their appearance*•

Over large areas, the amount of water absorbed by the soil is reduoed and water
run-off consequently increases, making more erosion hasards and produoing
flash floods lower down the water-shed»

(vi) malaria; this illness which is transmitted by the anopheles mosquito
is widespread in Africa; it reduces working ability — especially at the crucial
time at the start of the rainy season when farm work is at its height» Resis¬
tance to other illnesses is reduced, particularly amongst children» Many other
dangerous illnesses are prevalent in Africa: trypanosomiasis or sleeping

sickness, spread by tse—tse flies; bilharzia which" is due to worms which have
certain snail species as an intermediary host and is therefore dangerous in
irrigated areas;. onchocercosis or river blindness, parasites of the digestive
tract».. • - \ /•

(vii) shanty towns and lack of employment in urban areas; between a

quarter and half of urban dwellers live in very unsatisfactory conditions for

water, garbage collection, hygiene and housing in general. Difficulty in
finding gainful work means that little money is available for people to improve
the situation themselves» <

(viii) monocropping for cash incomes; these monocrops are (or were) mainly
chosen to supply the needs of the richer countries (groundnuts, cotton, oocoa,4
coffee,5 tea, sugar, sisal»..)• Peasant farmers have little time left to work
on their own food crops and may become day laborers on plantations or richer
farmers' holdings. The agricultural techniques chosen mean continual high
level inputs of work, machinery and chemical fertilizers. If these inputs are

lacking and the constant care is absent then productivity falls very low and
land is quickly worn out» Monocropping over a large area introduces a high
risk of disease and insect attacks and enoouragos certain weeds, hence heavy
use of pestioides and herbicides which are often highly dangerous and polluting

products »

4» Hardly drunk in Ghana»

5» Instant ooffee in Ghana often comes from Jamaica, or Australia»
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(ix) exploitation and. robbery of non—renewable mineral resources:

in most oases, prices fixed in the world market are little influenced by
the African countries and do not leave a working profit whioh can be
used in the country for development investments. In other oases, working
profits are used to keep the state machine líorking, in order to ensure

continuing activity for the mining companies in a politically stable
situation. Hie direct exportation of most products in virtually un¬

processed form only tends to aggravate the problem.

It might be possible to identify schematically three principal

ideological positions once an awareness of the problems comes about.
These positions, apparently as frequent amongst intellectuals from
industrialised countries as those form developing countries, are very

largely grounded in eurocentric attitudes (SACHS) to environment or,
if one prefers, in a European cosmological outlook. That this should
bo so is hardly surprising considering the prevalence of mimetism in
educational matters: this will be looked at briefly in section 1c below.

A first, and frequent, attitude is one which is basically grounded
in oonscrvationism: "man" is seen as a rather illogical clog'—hopping

individual, who must be stopped from upsetting nature's (perfect)
balance. He must even be protected against himself, if need be.

A second approach, perhaps more widespread amongst planners, is that
"man" has not previously understood the complex working of nature and

the likely consequences of his actions. A rational, interdisciplinary
approaoh is therefore proposed, in whioh "man" will "modernize" his
environment while still respecting nature's laws.

Neither of these positions give much place to the social structure

behind the abstract and rather individualistic "man" in question, who
seems to have stumbled into the act without really knowing what

he is doing.
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In the first case, man is a distinct menace to be controlled; in the
second case, he is perhaps just a little ill, but can be cured by a strong
dose of rationality to be administered by the scientists and those amongst
the decision making élite whom they have been able to influencexn i-fcs
more technocratic forms, this attitude gets down to the poorer section of
the population in the form of decrees forbidding the lopping of tree
branches for animal food, even if the animals are starving; on the spot
fines for shanty town dwellers who have to throw their dish water down the

street drain, or the proposal to plough in millet as green manure a few
weeks before the grain becomes ripe»

Could it be suggested that a third basic stand tries to find out the
basic underlying structures and mechanisms which give rise to the environ—
mental degradation which has been observed? Although these analyses are

more orientated towards the socio-economic and political structures, it
must be said that; in some cases, the proposals for action the ideological
justification for the power structure suggested are close to those of the
second group (with a strong • leaning to the left, nevertheless). Is
this what leads to the technocratic attitudes so common in large scale

projects? (See below section 1b).
More rooently, as analyses are made of "development" projects and of

the "development" 'decade, and as this third stand opens its questioning
to include both the political and ecological aspects of each situation, it
seems that more attention is given to the political role of ordinary

people's social organisation- as it affects power (e.g. popular resistance
to technocratic decisions, voting with your feet...), and to the ecological
role of this same social organisation, expressed through the pastoralists'
risk spreading; strategies (SWIFT 1975)j the peasants' and pastoralists' wide¬
spread knowledge, of the natural environment (D3-3CHLIFPE, 195§» RICHARD, 1975»

6. This is a hardly exaggerated description of the orientation of part of
the UNESCO-MôB programme around 1974—75» in which any talk of sooial
structure (let alone social conflict) was anthema. It is suggested
that UNESCO's official position is now evolving, partly through the
UNESCO—UNEP programme on environmental education.
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as well as ±he internal logic of endogenous agricultural system (HUTHENBERG,
19755 NORMAN, 1977).7

But why bother with ideology when everybody(?) knows that apparently,
"on dernière instance, c'est 1'économique qui est determinant?"

These ideologies are not just a side issue: although they cannot

possibly be the determining element in the future of Africo/j analysis
and understanding is necessary in order to construct our Various hypotheses
as to this future; but above all neoessary in order to become aware of the

various judgments whioh will be quite obviously made on the different points
raised in this paper and the opinion expressed®

1b. large scale projects»® , -

Large scale projects, mainly settlement (or resettlement) sohemes and
dams for electrical power generation and /or irrigation are in fact ifiudh
more widespread^ than the average geography book would lead us to believe.10
They seem to have been the administrator's panacea for what was analysed at
the start of the 20th oentuiy in terms of underdevelopment, backwardness,
laok of civilisation, technical backlog and so e But today tliëy have

frequently become the key elements of agricultural development strategy in
the national (and oooasionally of urban development strategy in the form of
i. • ■ ■

urban motorways, urban renewal and new towns)« '

In certain cases, the whole sphere of ideology which surrounds rural

development is given over to them to;the exclusion of other information on

rural people's real plight: this is particularly so in Nigeria where the

Kainji dam lake was filled, as from 1966, the Jebba and Shiroro dams are

doing executed, and plans are under study by the National. Eleotric Power

Authority (NETA) to build two very large dams at Lokoja (100,000 persons
to be displaced) and Makurdi (50,000 persons to resettle), and a smaller
dam at Ikom in cooperation with the Cameroons. "West Africa" magazine

7» Note that pre-occupations with these questions are beooming more common
. among tenants of the first two ideological positions: in the first case
there is a danger of proposing to met the clock back (or to create reserves
where one can pretend to put the clock back); in the second oase, the
Confrontation of conflicting rationalities may bring tenants of this posi¬
tion to make a more objective analysis of relations between technicians
and ordinary people which will oblige them,, sooner or later, to make a
olear political choice.

8. Based on an oral presentation to the UNESCO "meeting on population
movement and educational systems in the Sahelo-Soudanian oountries,"
Dakar, 26 May—7 June 1975»
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is full of the work of the Chad. Basin Development Authority (CBDA)
which lias projects under way to irrigate 35000 ha» hy I98O and

/ -, t , }•
has undertaken feasibility studies for a further 100J000 hai whereas thé
local newspapers keep us up to date on the activities of the consultancy
team now working on the new Federal Capital plans, tjust North of the •'
confluence of the Niger and Benue Rivers.

But in spite of their declared importanoo and the big role they play
in development policy and although considerable drun>-bea.ting goes on over

those schemes, remarkably little seems to be known as to their concrete

effects on the poople, the social and economic structures and on the natural

environments: the literature is hard to come by, except perhaps as concerns
the Kariba darn area on the Zambian north bank and more recently Volta lake
(Ghana) and Kainji Lake (Nigeria). r- /. i

One wonders then if it is just a matter of .ideological position N° 2:
i.e. that we know that there have been problems with previous schemes but,
as soon as we get around to making serious interdisciplinary socio—economi¬
cal and environmental studies and then create the necessary (interdiscipli¬
nary?) administrative framework (usually modelled on the Tennessee Valley
Authority — MABODUNJE 1973), we shall be able to solve all the serious

problems?

Or is it that there may be something' to "hidò", I,'ë. that all the talk
about these schemes is ideology in its purest form, being'- nothing more than
a smoke screen which helps us to forgot the basic social relationships which
have been created through the design, financing, building, implementation
and running of large scale projects? . r -r

Already in 1987, de WILDE concluded that "all these large schemes
launched through government initiative have hot, as a whole, brought about
any appreciable progress in agricultural development. It has been a question
of rural settlement, with or without irrigation, of large scale state

(9) A rapid first identification counted over 230 such -schemes in Africa.

(10) HICKMAN (l973)for instance gives a map of "major dams and development
projects in Africa" which strangely omits Cabora Bassa (construction
started in 1969) and Kossu in the Bandama Valley (filling started in
1971).

(1l)Large scale projoots of considerable importanoe, such as parts and
railways, will not be dealt with in this paper.
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operated or quasi-cooperative agriculture carried out at high costs of investment
and management. Many of the schemes have failed and nearly all the others have

12"
only had partial success• • This seems to be born out by more recent observers
of large scale irrigation projects who show that high costs of investment and

running end, by. reducing farmers' say in operations, in needing more inputs
coming from outside the national economy and, in fact, are paying off the costs
on the peasants back (BALBO s.d.).

More detailed observations suggest, but do not explore in detail,, other
shortcomings. In the Kainji Lake area, swamp lands used as dry season grazing

by over 70,000 cattle were flooded and pastoral population dropped by 40% as

cattle and families sought other pasture lands (where? nobody seems to be •

interested). Beef, fresh milk, butter and cheese supplies diminished'but no

measures of resulting nutritional values have apparently been published, fishing
catches, in the Lake doubled, but we don't know who ate the extra proteins

(children in the lakerroa or luckier children in urban areas?). Pishing down¬
stream however went down.incomes dropping between 47% and 75% in the 3 villages
surveyed. The surface of low lying fadama lands downstream from the lake, which
allow all year cultivation or:provide dry season pasture, were reduced in the
same proportion (ADENIYI, 1973; 0YEDIPE, 1977)»

Some farmers claimed to have increased their holdings 3~4 times without
motorisation (OYEDIPE 1977) 1 but we don't have any details of what must have been
an accompanying increase in day labouring by poorer farmers, auch aa was observed
in Gezira where some 3/4 of the labour for sowing, weeding and picking cotton
is poor migrant workers from C.A.E., Chad and from as far away as Nigeria (SHAW,
1964; West Africa, 1977).

Worm infection apparently increased and bilharzia has been reported from

all around the lake (MABUGUNJE 1973)» But after all, the main aim of Jebba "is
to provide the much needed power for the expanding industries" (ILOJE 1975).
not surprising therefore-in the light of preceding comments .that the present
ÎIEPA projects for Lokoja, Makurdi and Ikom are claimed to "bo muiti purpose dams,

12. Author's translation from frenoh edition.
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oven though the sites were chosen as most favorable after a preliminary survoy
of 32 possible dam sites for electric power and spite of the fact that the
consultants report states quite clearly that "the primary purpose of the
projects is energy generation" (liOTQR COLUMBUS 1 976)•

Other observers are far more severe (IMO—FADAKA, 1975)s
"The Aswan High Dam project has eliminated vital nutrients that used

to maintain the sardine supply, has shrunk lakes, reducing the available
fish protein, has concentrated insecticides, herbicides and molluscides whioh
produce massive fish kills. In addition, the Nile Delta, which is constantly
eroded by the wash of the river, is no longer proteoted by sediment which
used to be carried down the river before the dam was built.»»"

"In Ifeypt, modern irrigation canals provide an ideal breeding ground
for snails carrying blood flukes. The blood flukes transmit a debilitating
disease, bilharzia, to man. Over half the population of the country has
beoame infeotod and immediate human suffering has resulted. The disease
still remains'almost impossible to control."^3 t

"The Volta Dam and Volta lake are the symbols of modern Ghana. It is
true that the Dam has solved'many problems there, but it lias caused new
ones. The side effects of the Dam are now coming to light. Before the Dam,
there was a very low rate of blindness along the Volta River. But now...
perhaps half of the people over 40 years old living on the Volta are blind...
the situation is getting ^jorse... The increase in bilharzia is another
serious side effect of the Volta Dam projept... Beforo Volta lake was created
there was a low rate of bilharzia on the river... At the end of 1966, there
were 10$ of children between the ages of 10 and 15 infeotod. By the end of
1968 the rate was nearer 100$. By 1970, the rates had hardly changed."^4

13. 0M0-FADAKA (1975) quoting FARVAR and MILTON <1973)-
14. 0M0 FADAKA quoting JOHNSTON (1970)•
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But perhaps the highest surprise of all with the Volta 3am is the

economio basis on whioh it functions: although originally intended to

process local bauxite into alumine, and then to smelt this into aluminium,
in a factory near the dam, it still actually supplies electricity at an

agreed (low) rate to VALCO at Tema, the aï'pminc ooming from a Kaiser plant
in Louisiana (later from Jamaica). The advent, ge of having a plant in
Ghana for Kaiser is the guaranteed low cost power (WARREN and RUBIN, I96O).
(See schema' C for olassioal exploitation of minerals; schema. D for the
Volta situation).

The same penetration of important international finance companies can

be seen in the reoent schemes in Sudan, built with help from Lohnro of
Rhodesian notoriety.

But behind the banking houses come the International Engineers^ and
16the Public Works consortium who build the projects and supply cement, pipes

and generating equipment. It would, of course bo either naive or machiavelic
to suggest that investment in large scale projoots is largely a question of
keeping these firms busy around the world. However, it is less so to state
that there arc relationships and that these nave not been studied enough.

Put empirically these large schemes xfhioh should rrJLso the living standards
of the poorest and out down the income gaps if development • is to have any

sense at all, are just not doing the job: in fact they often seem to be

doing just the opposite. In more "theoretica.1" terms, are they not a means
of keeping up the over all profit rates in capitalist world economy by
reducing the costs of social reproduction in third world countries, without
the investors having to shoulder the political kickbacks which migh come?

15. Kaiser studied Volta and Kossu Dams; NEDBCO the Kainji Dam with
Balfour and Beatly.

16. Impregilo built Kariba, Volta and Kainji Dams.
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How can we characterize these schemes in a few words?

(i) They arc mostly State sponsored projects and it is rare that the
project is a regional initiative and still less thinkable that a peasant

community should start it off (exception made of the State—Mourid alliance
for settling new lands in Senegal). Such projeots will therefore auto¬

matically lenit into the aims fixed by the State and those that hold State

power.

(ii) These aims do not correspond to ordinary people's basic needs in
food, nutrition, clothing, housing etc., but either to the needs of the
industrialised countries in cotton (Gczira, Niger Valley), rice (wartime
occupation of other colonies), sugar, oils (CGOT in Casamance, Boulol, in
Senegal; groundnuts scheme in Tanzania; Lever Brothers Plantations in Zaire)

In other cases, large scale projects correspond to the need for cheap
electricity in urban areas, thus allowing lower costs (coupled with lower
labour costs) for industrial concerns. The result hero is quite cleanly
an attempt go to against the overall tendancy for profit rates to diminish.

A final objective is to relieve over—population (or so called) in
certain areas: Volta Valleys and Bou Valley in Upper Volta, New Lands

(SencgaJ.) *

(iii) As state sponsored projects, many have their origins in the
/

colonial period, which needed to find adequate supplies of rice yr:
other staples) and of fats in the immediate afterwar period.

After independence decisions were taken following the needs of the
country as interpreted by the social stratum in power, veiy often the
need for cash crops to increase state income and later, some food orops

to ensure lower prices in urban areas, and thus reduce the danger of uroan
unrest. In almost no case have they been Based on ordinary people's basic

needs, or on improvement of peasant production starting off from the
present day productive system, techniques and sooia.l structure.
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(iv) Most agricultural projects were settlements — the French word,

is colonat: the unstated ideology is to produce a Koulak class of hard

working, land owning peasant farmers employing day labourers (poorer and
landless peasants - although this is rarely said) at peak periods. Hie
Koulak class would be kept quiet by. the.pricing system, credit facilities
and low labour rates allowed for day labourers and thus tied into the

dominant sector of the economy» (This aim is sometimes clearly expressed:
S0REM30N 1967).

(y) Most technical decisions were made without consulting the popular
tion concerned, as far as fertilisers, rotations, agricultural calendar,
machines and tools, choice of plants and species, spatial arrangements,
management, structures and working conditi009, etc. These technical

„ ' » !' in: ,'.: .:.
choiceã have to ensure the profitability of each project, usually require
outside capital and mean that productivity and production must be increased
to pay back capital.

. «. f, "
■

; i

Hence we come to the basic overall results of the projects

• alicna.tion of peasants and pastoral peoples as to their previous

way of life}

• increased sooial stratification}

• dependency on outside economic forces by increased importing of
manufactured goods and drainage of surplus value to pay for them:
fertilisers are here a typical case (see schema)»
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SUPPLIES AND PRICES OF FERTILISER

TO THIRD WORLD COUNTRIES

: . ••

...... r ■ 1971 1972 1973 1974

; - NITROGENS million
tons

2.3 2.5 2.6 2.0

million

311 341 462 900

PHOSPHATES million

tons 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.1

million

S 126 7 1Q3 275 380

POTASSIUM ' ' ntillion
tons

1.3 1.5 1.8 1.8

million

1 96 101 138 I70

1450

Prom GERES — Marol>~April 1975*

A 1 1 1—
1971 1972 1973 1974
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1c. Higher education^
Students in higher education in Africa have multiplied over three

fold between i960 (181,000) and 1972 (603,000).^ Rate of inorease of
female students has been faster: 4g" times between the same dates (33,000
to 148|000). Over 85 universities existed in 1974, more than half of
them (45) being built since 1959* 26 out of these 45 were built in the 5
year independence building spree 1960-64.

But are these universities and t eohnical institutes training people
to build up their social praotice together with the poorer groups in society
in suoh a way that they can put their knowledge to serve the rural and

urban poor in their struggle for self reliance?

Hie answer, except in a very few oases, is quite obviously no.

Even the university buildings do not give an example of self reliance:

quite the oontra.ry. îbr from contributing to a strategy of s elf—reliance,
these buildings (and the Campus model handed down from California, to the

East coast of USA before being imitated in Africa reinforce the present
dopenclcncy in 2 significant ways:

First, through the choice of materials and technology and. through
the administrative framework for executing the building works (usually
through bids which can only be answered by foroign or indigonised or

large-nationa1 firms) the building industry is dragged further into
the dOminn,ted sphere of rhe econony. Although, of course, it might be
well near impossible to produce much scientific equipment locally (Univ.
of Zambia is now doing this for secondary schools), one often wonders why
So little effort is made to use local building materials, appropriate
technology and labour intensive building tochniques.

17* Based on a book review in African Environment, 1976, Vol. II, No. 3.

18. ff which 272,000 are in Universities of the U.A.R.
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Secondly, in a very insidious manner, the buildings themselves set
an example to future cadres which will tend to cut them off from popular

culture and through attachment of "modern" values and symbols, even to
despise anything which smacks of "backwardness." It must be said,
however, that in this, the buildings, only reinforce the overall ideology
of most university institutions.

Prom these universities will come the cadres and technicians who

feel that large scale projects equal development and who often put a

lot of energy into carrying them out, unless,., unless,,.
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2. A GLANCE INTO A CRYSTALL BALL

Many forces outside and inside Africa are pushing for (more
intelligent) large scale project?. The Senegal River Valley will
benefit from a 2 year multidisciplinary survey environmental effects
of the project, sponsored by UNEP. But in what way this bring us

nearer to self reliance? In what way could it possibly change the
basic premises of the project which seem to be to get the iron ore

out as quickly as possible? In what way will it bring us nearer

to working directly with the peasants, fishermen and pastoralists
of the valley who are surely no less knowledgeable of thei-r
environment than their Nigerian counterparts (BAKER, OGUNTOYINBO,
RICHARDS 1977).

a) PRESENT TENDENCIES MAY CONTINUE

It is suggested here that the number of large scale projects
will not increase at a great rate, projects for foreign investment
firms not being sufficient, as state administration is not effecient

enough. Environmental damage will continue and some countries will

be left with a gaping hole in the ground. Moreover, international
action such as that for the Sahel - however late of and insufficient

it was - will increase in the hope of obtaining a strangle held on

the economy and maintaining Africa outside communist influence.

Increasing numbers of cadres who will be tempted by ideology of
rationality will reinforce this tendancy and it is unlikely that
present trends will continue in all countries.

b) A NEW INTERNATIONAL DIVISION OF LABOUR

It is suggested that large scale projects-albeit more interlligently
carried out to avoid the worst side effects will be carried out in

greater number as they seem to present the almost ideal conditions



Combinas! ROW Building
tcchnoioçy materials materiais
Intermediate /<®\\
technology

Components Building
sitas

Espension

Price and
quantity controls

Price
controls

Production
of flows Third World

industrialised
countries

DIAGRAM G
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for increased penetration of industries exporting to the industrialized
countries. Demand for electricity will increase and also for cash

crops. The universities will change to accomodate training to run

and design these projects, hut one may doubt wether the graduates
will be any closer to the basic needs of the people. Environmental

damage in its worst cases will be looked at, but it is assumed that
little action will be taken.

c) A Self Reliant Model

A radical change will be necessary sooner or later if an alter¬
native is to be put into action. But before the rupture, the road
can be marked out step by step.

(i) In trying to break the classical structures which in fact

determine the rest (see Schema c) a first step will be in control

prices and quantities of raw materials exported (link 1-Schema G).
Raw materials processed in the country itself (cf n° 4—Schema G) would
then be exported at controlled prices (link 2).

A second transformation could give rise to new flow of finished

goods (link 3). However, these processes will be controlled through
what is euphemistically technology transfer. It therefore becomes

necessary to invent appropriate technologies, less dependant on the
industrialized countries, which will allow extraction of raw materials,
agricultural and pastoral production and the processing, and transport
of the resulting products. This technology alternative must be built

up as from now, but will probably be opposed by the tenants of the
second ideological position describe in section laj

(ii) We have seen that large projects are often - through their
basic structures, - elements in increasing the domination. Some alter¬
native to produce ënergy and increased agricultural and pastoral goods i
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necessary, which will allow a political participation of the popula¬
tions. The basic conflict might he not so much public sector private
sector as popular group actions - state plus private sector,

(iii) Environmental damage could be looked at through the eyes cf
the people as well as through the "rational" mind of the ecologist
and the planner.

Most probably, solutions to improve the environment will be

invented, once the basic structural changes are achieved but this
seems to be as sphere, where a new social practice must emerge but
where the basic conflict might also well be popular group actions
as opposed to state plus private interests, at least until there is
some sort of popular control over state actions and decisions.

(iv) Educational systems will obviously have to change conconmit-

tantlyj opposition here will be wide spread as education may be
the last bastion of dominant ideology. Once again, basic conflicts
may not between public and private.

Large scale projects, parastatals and private companies will
want the same type of efficient managers, and technicians. However,
development groups may need cadres with a rather different social

practice, and technical knowledge and management skills helping a

group of young men in a ward of town to organise a production

workshop may need considerable managerial talent, but not may necessary

the same as being head of department in a parastatal.

3 THE HEED FOR AH ALTERNATIVE TECHNOLOGY (19)
To apply an alternative strategy which would be something else

than a redistribution of (unequal) international division of labour,
will require, as from now, the search for a technological alternatives
what will be its characteristics?

195 Based on a text to be published in African Environment (LANGLEY)
1977.
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It has often been noted that people refuse to acept many of the
apparently logical aspects of "development" projects. In the lights
of what we have shown about large scale projects what has previously been

regarded as a refusal of progress or a show of stupid conservatism might
then rather be looked upon a healthy sign of resistance to the future

domination and eventually, a first step towards taking charge of one's
own problems, often accompainied by a "tinkering for survival" (ENDA,
1977 ).

But resistance to domination and exploitation means that people
can go beyond this "tinkering for survival" not only must they discover
forms of community action which will enable them to put into ope¬

ration their own solution, but also that .they can use and invent those

technologies which will allow them to reinforce their control of eco¬

nomic. exchanges. On a larger scale also (the nation and sub-regional
groupings) the struggle for economic independence is by necessity
linked to the possibility of using technologies which are ^.ess dependent
on outside forces.

The desision to become self sufficient in food products could,
for example, be undertaken through work from every body (including urban
service workers, teachers, students... ) and by using local manufac¬
tured tool, machines and other inputs, and following research carried
out by research workers to improve endogenous agricultural methods to¬
gether with groups of men and women farmers. But it could also be done
on large farms using tractojs < and combine harvesters and processing
the food in semi—automatised factories;-- In this case, however, it is
not save country will finish up being less dependant, nor will all the
people themselves be necessarily well fed, nor proud of having achieved
"self sufficiency".
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This technological alternative ( ^ ^ must therefore he sought,
invented though active research and experimental work in different
milieu . Some of the main sources to be explored are noted here s

- endogenous technologies, specific to each ecoculture and

which might possibly be transfered in similar ecological
(21)

zonesJ '
!- improvements on endogenous technologies, both by people and/

or technicians and research workers5
- technologies derived from exogenous techniques s for instance,

craft, blacksmiths making ploughs or ox carts as imitations

of factory goods, while at the same time improving them;
- inventions made by petty producers in the so-called informal

sector;
- technologies used in smaller scale development projects

where initiatives have come from local community groups;
- rethinking of "mother" technologies by research and technical

personnel working directly with community groups.

Change in the contents'and practice of the educative system and
technical bodies will quite seriously be necessary and may even be a

crucial point, if the strategy of self-reliance is to have any change
of coming into being.

20 - Many different terms have been used to describe the alternatives
"appropriate", "intermediate" "soft", "ecological", "radical"...
Por a discussion of the meaning of these termes sees IH'TEP 1975»

21.- See The Sharing of Traditional Technologies (STT) programme directed
by Mr.SOYSA at the United Nations University, Tokyo.
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Nane

. Botswana
Oko vango Swamp
Ghana
Volta resettlement

Kpandu settlement
farci 1967
Gonja Devpt. Cie

Frafra

Tano Irrig. Project
Vea » •

Agbede farra

Kenya
Million acre set¬
tlement Scheme

î'lwea Tbere irrigation
settlement

Ahero Pilot irrig.
project

of persons

À FEN LARGE SCALE SCHEMES

Investment Characteristic

8000G in 1964
displaced.

9 M. pounds

1.2 M. pounds

23 H. pounds

2000 Tenant
families

I N. pounds

Study 1967

r

52 new villages, mechanised agric. proposed

1950 (would up 1956): village sattlement
and mechanization on cleared savanna

Left overs from Gonja
Under way 1977: irrigation
Under way 1977: irrigation
2000 ha cleared in 1976

135 projects; 675000 ha; small farmmers
on home steads
At Huhuroni Kano plains; sugar farming
4500 ha in single stand; hired labour,
partly mechanical; sugar mill integrated
At Kalou Salient 60000 ha'

mechanised in' Wheat and cattle

5000 ha irrigated for rice since I960

9000 ha irrigated for rice going up to
15000 ha (Kano plains)

Reasons

Energy for Tema (768 HN)

School leavers

Buy out Europeans and settle landless
avoid political discontent.

Self sufficiency in food products
Privât) enterprise (creation of
national "bourgeoisie"}

Resettlement of Kikuyu to avoid political
action.
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- Tana Basin . Pounds 160 000 ha irrigated (UNO Steady
Page 27

- Lainbwe Valley
settle?,Sent scheme: 1951 Abandoned 1959

- Land consolidation
central province

1950's: individual private
holdings with day labourers

agric. devpt; soil conservation;
political control.

- Makueni settlement Pre Indep: private plots with
exteçntion services erosion and over population

- Pekerra River Irrigation started 1953 Kikuyu detainee Jaipur 1953-56
■- Meru resettlement

schemes

-

5258
families

units

Í956-62: 12 schemes totalling
33000 ha

Ease population p r create
Kulak class, increase tax returns

Nigeria

Western Nigeria
Farm settlement
Program Eastern
Nigeria farm
settlement
Programme

f 6d pounds Liera + 12 farms
(i960) Capital intensive
6 farms cocp. farms-indivi¬

dual plots +
Central services

Settle school leavers show
"someting being done"
political presents.

Western Nigeria
Crash Develop¬
ment Proggram 3.2 m pounds farm settlements

Kainja. Lam .

Resettlement 43000 87.7m pounds 1962-68 Dam in operation 1968 Electrocal Energy(740 liW)

Niger Agr.
Projec, Akwa 163 -

settlers 5 m pounds Mechanised agric. on cleared
savanna, food and export
crops; villages.

Started IS4G, closed down 1954

Anchan Rural Devpt.
and resettlement
scheae 5000 95.000 pounds Rehousing+water supplies + propaganda Late 1930's: sleeping sickness

affecting 50000 persons
_
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Title Pop Cost Characteristics — Pc-otrrco

Daudawa

Shendan re¬

settle:,ient scheie
J (N. Nigeria)
I

| South Chad
| gation project !
i New Ha rte

43 in 1943

15.000 fauilies H 350 for
planned | first
(5000 person)

i Chad Basin
j Devpt. Authority;
i project

Baga project

Kcngiu Dam

Bagauda Dam

Jebbs Dam

Bacita sugar
Estate (near
Jebba)

stages

Shiroro Dam

Lokoja Dao 100.000
I persons dis-
iplaced

60. pounds

Newcash crops: cotton and cattle

Pre-lndep.

Irrigation by canal from lake Chad
110.000 ha planned of *hiõfi°590Bp by
1980

low lying land to be poldered near
lake Chad
45000 ha planneed near lake Chad

Irrigated land near Lake Chad

Water Supply and irrigation (off
Zaria-Kaduna Road)

Water Supply, Irrigation (off Kano-
Zaria Road)

Under way in 1976

6500 ha: irrigated sugar cane
Factory Started in 1964 6000 t. of
Sugar expected.

Underway in 1976:

130.000 ha suitable for irrigation

Overpopulation and erosion

Operation Feed the Nation

Electricity tnavigation

Electricity (IÛ00MW / I950MW)
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Nigeria (com 1

."iakurJi Dau

Ikon Dan

I kale oil pain
plantations ;

Sudan

Gezi"3

hU PcPP.,„. Cosf..
.a— ■ ■

_:iê sw +
Gezira extensio

- Khasa-el-girbfi
resettlement

- Zande scheme
(S. Soudan)

- Azande Area

- Rahad Irriga¬
tion project

- Jonglei
project

5000 persons to
be displaced

10.000 persons
displaced

30000 tenants
in 1950s ♦ 150000
temporary workers
+ 2000 permanent
jobs

50.000
families

13000-
farmers

? No irrigation potential

? Down stream irrigation possible

? 10.000 ha of land with drawn from
former access

Pilot Plant 1910, Sennardaa 1925
(120.000 ha) Total of 1000.00 ha

20 a - / I iprig of which 25$ in coton,
pounds i New villages, private plots (7ha

^ in 1958-62), partial mcchanizatnn
\ day labourers.

s.pnds 39a/

S.pnds 25a 1 Controlled irrigation

In pounds Çottcn on rectangular plots

1920s

$ 240m 135000 ha irrigated for sugar
(30.000 T. of sugar)

Draining of White Nile Swamps.
To bo started 1976

Resources

NEPA: Electricity (l80-600 HW)

NEPA: Electricity (27Û-4Q0MW)

Soap (?)

Resettlement of Halfavis
displaced by Lake Nasser

1946-50 » self sufficiency for
Zande' people

I

Against sleeping sickness

Agrc industry and African-Arabic
cooperation

By pass Swamp areas with canal
increase flow in Mile.
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Title 0eu Cost Characteristics Reasons

Tanzania,
Village
settlements

t1
ó
V100 farmers

f in 1965
i (Upper Kitale)
| Kowere + others

9m pounds
i

Post Indépendance - suspended 1966
new villages, wheat, and herding with
communal mechanization mechanized
10 ; r - j

Better services and
facilities can be •

supplied in villages

Ujaama vil¬
lages

Groundnut
scheme

r

f- 9

\
!
t '
>

9

9

9

Collective fields + private plots;
new villages built by occupants
since mid. 60s State farm, mecanised
with villages for salaried labourers

Better facilities possible in
villages; ideology"of living
together"
British needs in fats.

. Nachingwea | 120 farmer
r in 1956

9 Tenant farmers with mecanised farming
abandoned before independence

» Kongwa , ' ?
"V-ii.

? Tenant farmers for ranching after
crop failure

. Urambo i ?
i :
i

9

|
Small holder tobacco farming with
centralized services

í

Zamzibar
settlement

v.% 100.000 pers
9

•

i •> Move to more fertile land

Wani and

Pangani
valley study

? ; I 90.000 ha potential irrigation
(UNO Study)

Kiwere
settlement ? * 9

•

Ruvuma Pep
Development
Ass. (RDA)

f 250 families
• in 1966 ? From i960 : communal agriculture in

12 new villages Socialist ideology

Tabora Area ? "9 1930's Against sleeping sickness

Sukuma land
Development
scheme

? ! 9

Pre-Independance
, Erosion and over population
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Title ' Pod Cost Characteristics Rsseascr.s
•-I -> „ "T|

Uqooda

- Mubuku Irrigatienl
projeet

? ? 1962: 6800 ha irrigated

•' • :

Demoristrati on

. - South Busoga
Resettlement scheme ? ? Ceased to exist in 1961 (land ownership problems,

- - Kigézi. Reset¬
tlement scheme . ? Ipd /head Pre-lndependance: assested migration, traditiona'

farming, minimal services
Erosion and over popula¬
tion.

- Lake Victoria
Area ? 7 1906 Against sleeping sickness

- Bunyaro
Agricultural
Cie.

? ? Folded up in 1956

i. Kiguiiiba
settlement
scheme. | ?1

, -

7 From 1957 took over land from Bimyarc.
Abondoned in 1962 as in ineffective as tse-tse
barrier

Against sleeping sickness

- Nyakshtkz
settlement scheme 87 in

1966
7 1963: 2.7 ha plots for tea Pissicnary project for

school leavers
i ■

- Kaki ra sugar
estate (Jinja)

1

10.000 ha plantation for-Irrigated sugar with .

wage labour,'in 1908. Integrated sugar

faefcry.
: o"
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Title . .poo Cost Characteristic Rédeas

Zambia-
Timfcat'wr,

"Traditional" agriculture Electrical power for central
African federation (705 MW)

-Kariba Dam 57000 in 1,959
Zimbabwe

2a pounds
("esettlement)

-Resettle-
raent under
land appor¬
tionment

? 3m pounds Preindependance Erosion and over population in
1930's more land for "progressive1

farmers

- Chesa settle¬
ment scheme ? ? Post: I960 ffinall holdings wi.tth govt

control; survey, land purchase,
extension services

idem

- Kafus basin

(Zambia) and
dam

? 7 ?
.

- Sabi valley
(Zimbabwe)

!

? 7 10 projects starting in 1930 Resettlement of Africans dis¬

placed by European farming .

in I9A5-55, ensuring grain
supplies to Zimbabwe

- Zoir» South
of Zambesi
River

7 7 1913 Against sleeping sickness

- Application
of husbandry
Act in Zimbabwe ? 7

t

1951: renting of homesteads in
'

straight lines, standairc&sation of
holdings, private poperty Íconstlislation)
control of agric activities, HsMaticn
of stock

Conservation of pasture lands
control of population.
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Title Pop Cost Characteristic Sources

Ethiopia
i

- Blette Valley . j 7 7 Survey
- Awash Valley Re- |
settlement Scheme 1 ? 1 Survey

Swaziland

- Vurulane ? 7 Survey
I
I

Morocco

- Sebou Valley ? 21 ON pe«nd8 330000 ha irrigated

Mali

Office du Niger 4152 families
-44300 pers,
in 1974/75

60 m pds. up to
I960

54000 ha irrigated in 1962
(potentially 1.1 million ha)
of which 39000 ha use in 1974/75

Cctten fcr
French Indus¬
tries.

Senegal

- Bouled ? ? Hathanised groundnut production
changed to animal drawn instruments "fioderni ze"and

V;ons"fy
agriculture;

- Richard Toll
(now Senegalese,
Sugar Cie)ese

3000 Labourers
on sugar plan¬
tation

$Skn since
1970

Integrated irrigated farm 5500,ha and
sug«r plant (120,000 T/Yr capseity in
1980)

- Delta of

Senegal River (SAED) 9630 pers. in ?
1970 (+ 11000 Intra villages)

8600 ha in 1970 (33000 ha potential)

- River Senegal
(OKVS)

20.000 pert.
displaced

t 320 in
first phase

Hanantali dam, Diama anti salt dam +
high banks; 1000,000 ha irrigated
potentially ; 1550 ha in 74-75;
6000 ha at t + x;

Iron are in Hali
navigation on
river, irrigated
agriculture on
both banks.

- New lands -

Eastern

Senegal (S.TN)

1660 hab. in 74-
75 (300 fami¬
lies). 6000 fanf
lies planned t+

7

X

Pontential 150,000 ha. Dry farming
with improved methods, villages built
by inhabitants, water supply and
fanlities by STN.
Coton, groundnuts,some food crops
integrated stock keeping
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Senegal(Cont)

Fenne de BUD
Senegal

Pop. Cost

700 women $2. 2m
day

labourers

Characteristic;,

450 ha. with piped
irrigation for beans,
melons, peppers (800
ha. planned)

Reasons

■Export; to__ European
markets by plane.

Ranch Filfili Mixed ranch

cattle, fruit trees,
vegetables, flowers.
Integrated athatoir
and mes. processing,
fowl.

•• -V-rt C •" e

supplying own re
tail outlets in
urban areas.

Ranch CheVance
Bertin 2." 0 ha. cattle faite-' "Exp ,-ts to high

nmg ranch near urban class markets in
area, using industrial Ivory Coast,
products as fodder Zaire... (: -v
(molasses, grourdnut abandon;"':
cake)

C.G.O.Î.,
(Cassamance)

ITianga (Dept. of 3000
Podor ) ,Tenants

Dagana-Gaé
(SAED)

1000
tenant
families

5. 6m

lï?

Mechanised farming in Post war net

large fields cleared oil and grains,
from for ~k abandoned
after excessive erosion
lock of prof: ' i i"

9000 ha, irrigated R ce, tomato to
provide for agro-
industries.

3200 ha. irrigated rice

Ivory Coast
Bandama valley

'
1 )and Kossu

80.000 p $107 m
displaced

Flooding ' " — • f .-om Electricity for
1971. Cash crop praduc- urban areas (l80 MT,i
tion; 70 new villages Regional Develop—
1970-76 5000 ho. iront in middle
coffee and 2000 ha belt,
irrigated rice, 1oG0 ha
small scale village
irrigation., pilot. forme, -
+ 30.000 ha. irrigated
in 1971-75 (69OOO-
80000 ha. potentiel)
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Title Pop Cost Characteristic Reasons

UÁR áswan 50.000 au de
Kom-Ombo
(100 km of
Aswan)

2.000.000 ha potential irrigatior
3000 fisher families, electri¬
city for aluminium at Noga
Hammadi, phosphores (fertilizer)
at Edfon.

Upper Volta
Volta Valleys 15600 set-

tlers=l2000G pers.
at t+15

^65.000
ha at t+15

1973-75 studies underway for
integrated farming in
irrigated lands.

Eradication of

onchocercosis

Kou Valley 1112 families=

15=000 persons
in 197^"

I26O ha in 197^: irrigated rice
farming for immigrant families

reduce migration
to Ivory Coast
increase food

production

Niger Y A

Say settlement
zone

50.000 migrants
i

7 UNDAT II study underway 1976 i >

Mozambique
Cabora Bassa dam
(River Zambesi)

7 7 1967 agreement Portugese and
S.A. Governments; 197^ dám'
opened

80% of electricity
for South Africa
(2000 Mw); irrigation
and navigation; another
2000Mw to be added in
1980's

Zaire
,

- Inga

- Bambessa reset¬
tlement scheme

7

•

7

Among Ababua, organised on clan

Family farms 19^9-50
i • ■ !

I

» I

• •

Electricity for
Shaba (SE area)
individual peasant
farmers (see INEAC
policy)
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Title :: e anona-

South Africa

Tongaat Suger
estates

ï

Irrigated sugar plan-t
tat ions (app.4600 ha)
supplying 40 % of cane
to integrated sugar
mill' ( 150.OC-:, T /yr )

Capitalist deve
. lopment

Orange River
Scheme

95OC white
farmers (=
45000 pers,
with black
labour

£50m for
power ins¬
tallations
£65 for dams
and irriga¬
tion in
first stage

Comprehensive catch
ment and irrigation-
project (342000 ha)

with 17 dams

Irrigation,
Electricity (145 Mw
- 197 Mw)

Malawi

Lilongove
land devpt
Scheme

106000
families
(480000
persons)
(465 o 400
ha)

Devpt of small
Scale traditional
farmers
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